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DESTINATION  Metal surfaces in general, glass surfaces, natural stone, tiled surfaces in porcelain stoneware, 
ceramic and klinker, floors, plastic surfaces, etc.

PROPERTIES  TERMINATOR is a product specifically designed for cleaning from organic dirt, oily stains, inks and 
residues of paints, oils, soot or smog, rubber residues, adhesives or wax, in addition to various other types of dirt.
The broad spectrum of action of the product is guaranteed by a balanced non-foaming formulation, composed 
of special non-hazardous sequestrants, emulsifiers and degreasers. TERMINATOR’s cleaning action has been 
specifically studied for not altering neither the appearance nor the consistency of the supports on which it is applied. 
It does not leave halos on surfaces.

USE  TERMINATOR can be applied by imbibing a soft cloth, sponge or paper with the product. Depending on the 
need, the product can be applied also with spray bottles. The product must be diluted with clean water before use.
The optimal concentrations of use of the product are between 10% and 20% of product in water. For delicate, 
painted or varnished surfaces, perform preliminary compatibility tests and, if necessary, further dilute the product in 
water. For the cleaning of particularly heavy, stratified or aged dirt, apply the product diluted 50% in water or pure.
Surfaces cleaned with TERMINATOR will only need to be rinsed in case of heavy soiling, otherwise it will be sufficient 
to remove the dissolved dirt with a dry cloth or paper towel.
Always perform preliminary tests on the surface to be cleaned to avoid possible unwanted effects.

YIELD  Approximately, 10-20 m²/l of product.

All information contained in our records correspond to our best knowledge of current techniques and cannot be considered binding or 
challenging as the real application conditions, verifiable case, may also result in major changes of both practices described above and 
the results obtained. Perform preliminary tests to determine if the product is suitable for the intended or not. We decline any liability for any 
damage resulting from improper use or misuse of the product. Do not litter in the environment. This data sheet replaces all previous versions.

CIR Chimica Italiana Restauri - Division of Costanter S.p.A.

 APPEARANCE: trasparent blue liquid
 SPECIFIC WEIGHT: 1 Kg/l ± 0,1
 pH: 13 ± 0,5

TECHNICAL DATA

1CR052L1  12 x 750 ml plastic BOTTLE (with sprayer)
1CR052L5  2 x 5 litres plastic TANK

PACKAGING

 Product intended for professional use.
 Protect the surfaces to which the product is not intended.
 Equip the operators as required by current safety regulations.
 Do not smoke or use open flames during use.

WARNINGS
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